Creating Higher Voltage Outputs Using Series Connected Sine Amplitude Converters

Introduction
The Sine Amplitude Converter (SAC) uses a zero current and zero voltage soft switching technique and fixed switching frequency in excess of 1MHz to provide fixed ratio DC-DC conversion. BCM® bus converters and VTM™ current multipliers are two important power components which use the SAC topology.

Most BCM and VTM products contain primary to secondary isolation. Because of this isolation, the outputs of isolated SACs may be connected in series. This enables the ability to create higher voltage outputs in both regulated and unregulated DC-DC systems. This application note explores several options for achieving this.

Sine Amplitude Converter Background
The SAC topology provides isolated, fixed ratio DC-DC conversion; the SAC output voltage ($V_{OUT}$) is proportional to its input voltage ($V_{IN}$) at no load per Equation 1.

$$V_{OUT} = K \cdot V_{IN}$$

(1)

In Equation 1, K is commonly referred to as the transformation ratio and is defined as the ratio of output voltage and input voltage. K is a fixed value for a given model of SAC.

The output voltage of a SAC follows Equation 2.

$$V_{OUT} = K \cdot V_{IN} - I_{OUT} \cdot R_{OUT}$$

(2)

$R_{OUT}$ is a resistive term that is commonly referred to as the output resistance. $R_{OUT}$ is also constant for a given SAC, although the exact value will vary slightly with temperature.

While both employ the SAC topology, the BCM bus converter and VTM current multiplier have slightly different functions in a power system. The BCM is used to provide an isolated bus voltage from a narrow input voltage range DC source to power a downstream regulator. The VTM is used in Factorized Power Architecture™ systems in conjunction with PRM regulator to provide full DC-DC converter functionality. For more about Factorized Power Architecture, please refer to the following link: www.vicorpower.com/documents/whitepapers/fpa101.pdf.
Series Connected Systems for Non-regulated DC-DC Conversion

The following circuits describe different architectures for providing DC-DC conversion using series connected BCMs® or VTMs™. Included in each circuit is a discussion of the merits of each implementation.

**Circuit I: A non-regulated DC-DC converter using a series connected array of Bus Converters of the same model**

This implementation is the simplest method of creating a series array. In this implementation, BCMs of the same model type are connected in series to provide a unregulated output voltage which is still proportional to the input, albeit with a different ratio.

Multiple BCM can be stacked in series as shown in Figure 1 to get any output voltage application load needs. Galvanic isolation enables a series connection by simply connecting the positive output of one converter to the negative output of another.

![BCM Series Output Array Configuration with Same K Factor, Input Voltage, Model and Package](image)

An independent input inductor (\(L_{IN}\)) and input capacitor (\(C_{IN}\)) for each BCM +IN connection is required when used in an array. It forms an independent input filter for each BCM. It is used to attenuate high frequency currents among the BCMs and reduce the impact of beat frequencies. A resistor can be added in parallel with each input inductor to reduce the Q of the filter. The inductor current rating should be at least 2x the maximum possible input current.
When bus converters are connected in series output, additional output filtering is recommended, as the bus converters switching frequency are not synchronized. As well as an addition of the ripple voltages of multiple BCMs in series array, the output could also produce relatively large beat frequencies. A capacitor (C\textsubscript{OUT}) across the output of each BCM will help to attenuate the ripple. When an array is powering downstream regulators, LC filtering may be needed at the input of the regulators.

PC pin is enable pin in BCM. BCM enable pins must be connected together for startup synchronization. External capacitance on the enable bus is not permitted directly. All BCMs in the array must be enabled and disabled simultaneously. Control circuits can be added as needed to enable and disable the array using an external source and can be primary referenced or controlled from the secondary side using an opto-coupler. The BCM enable pin does not have pull down capability and thus external control circuits should be designed with this in mind. A fault control block is needed to insure that the series array of BCMs responds in an appropriate fashion to a fault. This block is discussed in detail in a future section.

The total output capacitance placed on the output of the BCM should be less than the maximum output capacitance as specified in the respective BCM datasheet. Be sure to include both the real capacitance at the output of each BCM in conjunction with the effective value of capacitance in series with the entire array. The total output capacitance for the system shown in Figure 1 is given by following Equation 3a.

\[
C_{\text{OUT,TOTAL}} = \frac{C_{\text{OUTN}}}{N} + C_{\text{OUT}} \quad (3a)
\]

Where \(C_{\text{OUT,TOTAL}}\) is total output capacitance of series connected system shown in Figure 1, \(C_{\text{OUTN}}\) is output capacitance of Nth BCM, \(N\) is the number of BCMs connected in series and \(C_{\text{OUT}}\) is output capacitance of series connected system.

Output capacitance per BCM is given by following Equation 3b.

\[
C_{\text{OUT,BCM}} = C_{\text{OUTN}} + N \cdot C_{\text{OUT}} \quad (3b)
\]

BCM can be paralleled at all \(N\) locations before their output connected in series to increase the output current of an array to meet the requirement of load.

**Power, Voltage and Current Relationships**

The total output voltage at no load for \(N\) BCMs connected in a series array output configuration is as follows:

\[
\text{Total}_V_{\text{OUT}} = \sum_{N=1}^{N} V_{\text{OUTN}} = \left(\sum_{N=1}^{N} K_N\right) \cdot V_{\text{IN}} \quad (4)
\]

Where \(K_N\) is the transformation ratio for each series connected BCM, \(V_{\text{OUTN}}\) is output voltage for each series connected BCM and \(V_{\text{IN}}\) is the BCM input voltage.

For \(N\) identical BCMs, Equation 4 simplifies to:

\[
\text{Total}_V_{\text{OUT}} = N \cdot V_{\text{OUT}} = N \cdot K \cdot V_{\text{IN}} \quad (5)
\]

Where \(N\) is the number of BCMs connected in series.

Due to \(R_{\text{OUT}}\) the total output voltage is droops over load. Equation 6 gives the output voltage for series output array in loaded condition.

\[
\text{Total}_V_{\text{OUT}} = \left(\sum_{N=1}^{N} K_N\right) \cdot V_{\text{IN}} - I_{\text{OUT}} \cdot \left(\sum_{N=1}^{N} R_{\text{OUTN}}\right) \quad (6)
\]

Again, for \(N\) identical BCMs this Equation can be simplified:

\[
\text{Total}_V_{\text{OUT}} = N \cdot (K \cdot V_{\text{IN}} - I_{\text{OUT}} \cdot R_{\text{OUT}}) \quad (7)
\]
For N identical BCMs, efficiency of series output BCMs® array is same as efficiency of used single BCM for given output current and at fixed input voltage and fixed temperature. Data sheet efficiency charts can be used to determine the efficiency of series output BCMs array for given output current.

**Example 1: A 50V to 200V unregulated DC-DC converter using series connected BCMs**

Figure 2 shows a series connected array of 4 BCMs with K = 1 to create a 200V output. The system implemented as shown in Figure 2 is for 200V unregulated and isolated output voltage and provides 1200W output power at 50V input voltage. This system is implemented using four classic 48V<sub>IN</sub> BCMs (Bus Converter Modules). Classic 48V<sub>IN</sub> BCM has input voltage range of 38V to 55V. BCM with K factor of 1 provides 50V output voltage for 50V input voltage. Outputs of four such BCMs are connected in series to produce the 200V output voltage.
The following charts show the various application characteristics of the system shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3
Performance Characteristics
Charts for System
Implemented in Figure 2
Startup Waveform for 50V to 200V Unregulated DC-DC Conversion

*Startup upon application of input voltage*

CH1: 50V Input Voltage  
CH3: PC – Group Enable Signal  
CH4: 200V Series Output Voltage  
CH2: Output current  
200V series output BCM® array is powering the resistive load  
50V Input Voltage  
197.1V Output voltage

*Circuit II: A non-regulated DC-DC converter using a series connected array of Bus Converters with different K factors*

Figure 5 shows an example array of bus converters with different K factors connected in a series array. In this case there are some unique considerations that must be taken into account in addition to those mentioned for circuit I.

- Turn on delay may be different for each BCM. BCM Enable pins must be connected together for startup synchronization. On/off control circuit can be added to sync the enable and disable of each BCM in the array using an external source. The load can be connected to BCM series output after array reaches its total output voltage to avoid the use of external diodes in startup condition. That means that load turn on is delayed to prevent the inrush type of startup issues.

- The output current of any individual BCM in the series stack must not be exceeded. Refer to the product datasheet to insure that the appropriate current rating is not exceeded.

- The fault management circuit should be implemented as described in future sections. If fault management circuit can not be implemented, then Schottky diodes are required to protect individual BCMs during asynchronous on/off times at startup or when one BCM shuts down for protection.
Example 2: 48 to 28V unregulated DC-DC converter

To create a 28V output, one 24V output voltage BCM® with K factor of ½ can be connected in series with one 4V output voltage BCM with K factor of 1/12 as shown in Figure 6. In this case, the BCM with K factor of ½ is rated for a lower output current than the BCM with K factor of 1/12. Depending upon the total power requires BCMs with K factor of 1/2 can be paralleled before connecting their output in series with BCM with K factor of 1/12 to increase the total current capability of the array.

Figure 6
28V Output BCM Series Array
Configuration using BCM with K Factor of ½ and BCM with a K Factor of 1/12, at 48V Input Voltage, Full VI Chip Package and Different Model
Results

The following Equation provides the efficiency of N different BCMs® connected in series output.

\[
\eta_{\text{TOTAL}} = \frac{\sum_{N=1}^{N} P_{\text{OUTN}}}{\sum_{N=1}^{N} \eta_{N} \cdot P_{\text{OUTN}}} \quad (8)
\]

For N identical BCMs, Equation 8 can be simplified to,

\[
\eta_{\text{TOTAL}} = \eta \quad (9)
\]

For two different BCMs as shown in Figure 6, Equation 8 can be simplified to,

\[
\eta_{\text{TOTAL}} = \frac{P_{\text{OUT1}} + P_{\text{OUT2}}}{\eta_{1} + \eta_{2}} \quad (10)
\]

Following Equation 11 can also be used as an alternate to Equation 8.

\[
\eta_{\text{TOTAL}} = \frac{\sum_{N=1}^{N} P_{\text{OUTN}}}{\sum_{N=1}^{N} P_{\text{NL}} + \sum_{N=1}^{N} P_{\text{OUTN}} + \sum_{N=1}^{N} I_{\text{OUT}}^2 \cdot (R_{\text{OUTN}})} \quad (11)
\]

Table 1 below analyzes the efficiency of two series connected BCMs as shown in Figure 6 using Equation 8 at 48V input voltage to BCMs, 12.5A output current and 25°C temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCM</th>
<th>( R_{\text{OUT}} ) at 25°C in (mΩ)</th>
<th>Output Voltage ( V_{\text{OUT}} ) (V)</th>
<th>Output Power ( P_{\text{OUT}} ) (W)</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Input Power ( P_{\text{IN}} ) (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K = 1/2 Full VI Chip</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>23.406</td>
<td>292.6</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>306.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K = 1/12 Full VI Chip</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.969</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Output Voltage</td>
<td></td>
<td>27.375</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Output Power (W)</td>
<td></td>
<td>342.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Input Power (W)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>360.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Efficiency (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>94.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 below analyze the efficiency of the same system using Equation 11 at 48V input voltage to BCMs®, 12.5A output current and 25 °C temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCM</th>
<th>From Data Sheet or Whiteboard</th>
<th>Using Equation 2</th>
<th>From Data Sheet or Whiteboard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_{OUT}$ at 25°C in (mΩ)</td>
<td>Output Voltage $V_{OUT}$ (V)</td>
<td>Output Power $P_{OUT}$ (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K = 1/2 Full VI Chip</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>23.406</td>
<td>292.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K = 1/12 Full VI Chip</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.969</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Output Resistance (mΩ)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Output Voltage (V)</td>
<td>27.375</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Output Power (W)</td>
<td>342.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total No Load Power Dissipation (W)</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Power Loss in Output Resistance (W)</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Efficiency (%)</td>
<td>94.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Series Connected Systems for Regulated DC-DC Conversion**

**Circuit III: A regulated DC-DC converter using a PRM™ regulator powering an array of series connected VTM™ with the same K factor or different K factor**

For regulated DC-DC conversion, A PRM can used in front of the series connected VTM. The PRM regulator is a very efficient non-isolated regulator capable of both boosting and bucking a wide range input voltage and providing a regulated, adjustable output voltage or “Factorized Bus”. Since the VTM shares the same SAC topology, isolated VTM outputs can be connected in series similar to BCM. Figure 7 shows a proposed circuit for a regulated DC-DC converter system.
Power, Voltage and Current Relationships

Key relationships to be considered for adaptive loop are the following for N identical VTM™ models connected to series output.

No Load Condition
Total output voltage is a sum of output voltage given by all VTMs connected in series output at no load condition.

\[ Total\_V_{OUT} = \sum_{N=1}^{N} V_{OUT} = \left( \sum_{N=1}^{N} K_N \right) \cdot V_{IN} \]  
(12)

Where \( K_N \) is the transformation ratio for each series connected VTM and \( N \) is the number of VTMs in series output array and \( V_F \) is the PRM™ output voltage, which is VTM input voltage.

For N identical VTMs this simplifies to:

\[ Total\_V_{OUT} = N \cdot V_{OUT} = N \cdot K \cdot V_F \]  
(13)

The series array configuration results in a new K factor which is defined as:

\[ K_{NEW} = \frac{Total\_V_{OUT}}{V_F} = \frac{\left( \sum_{N=1}^{N} K_N \right) \cdot V_F}{V_F} = \sum_{N=1}^{N} K_N \]  
(14)

For N identical VTMs, this simplifies to:

\[ K_{NEW} = N \cdot K \]  
(15)

Loaded Condition
The VTM is modeled as pure resistive impedance. Total output voltage is droop due to the small output resistance introduced by VTM in loaded condition. The following equation gives the output voltage for series output array in loaded condition.

\[ Total\_V_{OUT} = \left( \sum_{N=1}^{N} K_N \right) \cdot V_F - I_{OUT} \cdot \left( \sum_{N=1}^{N} R_{OUT} \right) \]  
(16)

For N identical VTMs connected in series, this simplifies to:

\[ Total\_V_{OUT} = N \cdot \left( K \cdot V_F - I_{OUT} \cdot R_{OUT} \right) \]  
(17)
Output Resistance

\[ R_{\text{OUT\_TOTAL}} = \sum_{N=1}^{N} R_{\text{OUT\_N}} \]  

(18)

For N identical VTMs™, this simplifies to

\[ R_{\text{OUT\_TOTAL}} = N \cdot R_{\text{OUT}} \]  

(19)

Total output resistance referred to the VTM input side:

\[ R_{\text{OUT\_REFL}} = \frac{R_{\text{OUT\_TOTAL}}}{(K_{\text{NEW}})^2} \]  

(20)

For N identical VTMs, this simplifies to

\[ R_{\text{OUT\_REFL}} = \frac{R_{\text{OUT}}}{N \cdot K^2} \]  

(21)

Example 4: A 48V to 72V regulated DC-DC converter using series connected VTMs and PRMs

Figure 8
72V Isolated and Regulated Output Voltage Using the PRM™ and Series Connected VTMs with Same K Factor and Model
The system implemented as shown in Figure 8 is for 72V regulated and isolated output voltage and provides 864W output power at 12A load current and 48V unregulated input voltage. This system is implemented using three Buck-boost PRMs™ (Pre-Regulator Modules) in parallel and three classic 48V IN VTMs™ (Voltage Transformation Modules). 48V IN classic VTM has input voltage range of 26V to 55V. VTM with K factor of ½ provides 24V output voltage for 48V factorize bus voltage. Outputs of three such VTMs are connected in series to produce the 72V output voltage. Three 400W rated PRMs are connected in parallel using parent-child operation. Each PRM has nominal input voltage of 48V and accepts wide input voltage range from 36V to 75V. In paralleling of PRMs, one PRM is configured as Parent and rest are configured as child. Parent PRM output voltage is set at 48V to match the required factorise bus. PRM output voltage is adaptively increased with the increase in load current to regulate the VTM output voltage by compensating the output voltage droop due to total output resistance of series connected VTMs.

For the example shown in Figure 8, $R_{OUT\_TOTAL}$ is 142.5mΩ at 25°C, per Equation 18, $K_{NEW}$ is 3/2 per Equation 14.

**Compensating the Total Output Resistor of the Series Connected VTM Output**

1. Calculate the total output resistance of series connected VTMs at 25 °C using Equation 18. ($R_{OUT\_TOTAL\_25C}$)
2. Calculate the new K factor of series connected VTMs using Equation 14. ($K_{NEW}$)
3. Calculate the reflected output resistance of the VTMs ($R_{OUT\_REFL}$) using Equation 20 and using new variables ($R_{OUT\_TOTAL\_25C}$ for $R_{OUT\_VTM\_25C}$) and ($K_{NEW}$ for K) refer to adaptive loop operation section in configurable PRM data sheet.
4. Determine the number of PRMs required. Calculate the compensation slope ($R_{LL\_AL}$) from reflected output resistance of the VTMs and number of PRMs.

$$R_{LL\_AL} = N_{PRM} \cdot R_{OUT\_REFL} \quad (22)$$

5. Calculate the voltage on the AL pin using Equation 3 refer to adaptive loop section in configurable PRM data sheet.
6. Calculate AL resistor ($R_{AL}$) using Equation 4 refer to adaptive loop section in configurable PRM data sheet.
7. Adaptive loop temperature compensation refer to adaptive loop operation in configurable PRM data sheet.

**Trimming the PRM Output Voltage**

1. Determine the number of VTMs required for series connected VTMs with appropriate K factor.
2. Calculate the PRM output voltage required at no load from total output voltage of series connected VTMs and new K factor $K_{NEW}$ using Equation 14.
3. Calculate the voltage on the Trim pin using Equation 1; refer to Adaptive Loop Operation in configurable PRM data sheet.
4. Calculate Trim resistor ($R_{TRIM}$) using Equation 1; refer to Adaptive Loop Operation in configurable PRM data sheet.
Fault Control Circuits for Series Connected SAC Systems

In a circuit with multiple SACs output in the series, there is a possibility that one SAC would shut down due to a fault and the other SACs continue to provide load current, all of which would flow through the body diodes of the faulted SAC’s switch rectifiers. This may result in permanent damage to the faulted SAC, as well as potential overheating issues. To prevent this, a fault management circuit can be used. The fault management circuit must quickly acknowledge a faulted SAC and shut down the entire system to prevent this scenario. The example fault management circuit as shown in Figure 10a can be used as needed to detect the fault on one of the SAC in an array and to shut down the array. Power good pin of SAC can be used to detect the fault. The fault management circuit monitors the power good pin of each SAC. When there is no fault, power good pin is high. Under a fault condition, power good pin goes low, indicating that SAC has shut down. The open drain output stage of the fault management circuit pulled the common enable pin low to shut the SAC array off. Ensure proper sequencing between VCC applied to the circuit and input voltage applied to each SAC. It is recommended to apply 5V VCC after power good signals of all SACs are high after application of input voltage. To restart the system after removal of faults, it is recommended to remove the input voltage first then 5V after complete discharge of input voltage. Then follow recommended normal startup sequence of input voltage and 5V VCC. Unused input pins of NAND gate should be connected to 5V logic High. Bypassing should be added to 5V VCC line based on supplier’s recommendation.

Common enable signal is refered to BCMs® common enable pins in unregulated system where BCMs are used and it is refered to PRMs common enable pins in regulated system where PRMs and VTMs are used. TM pin serves the purpose of power good pin in the classic VI Chip BCMs/VTMs and VAUX pin serves the purpose of power good pin in the new ChiP BCM.
In a case where Power Good pins are active low, when modules are operating. When there is no fault, Power good pin of each SAC is low. Under a fault condition, power good pin goes high, indicating that the module has shut down. The open drain output stage of the fault management circuit as shown in Figure 10b pulled the common enable pin low to shut the module array off. Unused input pins of OR gate should be connected to 0V ground logic Low.

If Figure 10a circuit can not be implemented, then the use of following circuit in Figure 10c is recommended. N such circuit is needed for N number of SACs in the array. Advantage of Figure 10a circuit is that it helps to lower the component count compared to Figure 10c circuit. N such circuit monitors the power good pin of each SAC to check if it is operating. In case of failure detected, the fault management circuit can be used to pull down the common enable pin to disable the SACs in the series.
If the fault management circuit can’t be implemented, then Schottky diodes are required to protect individual SACs during asynchronous on/off times or when one SAC shuts down for protection. A lower forward bias ($V_F$) Schottky diode can be added at the output of each SAC with the cathode connected to +OUT and anode connected to −OUT as shown in Figure 11 to bypass the current flowing through the body diode of the output MOSFETs and secondary winding of transformer of SAC topology in case of a fault on one of the SAC in the array. The Schottky’s ($V_F$) is far less than that of the PN junction rectifiers (body diodes). Thus, the Schottky conducts the current instead of body diode. This diode must have a reverse voltage rating greater than the SAC’s maximum possible output voltage and a forward current rating greater than the array’s maximum possible load current.

**Figure 11**
Showing Schottky Protection Diode

![Schottky Protection Diode Diagram](image-url)
Experimental Results Using Fault Management Circuits

*Fault condition waveform for 50V to 200V unregulated DC-DC conversion*

Example fault shutdown circuit as shown in Figure 10a implemented using the following components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Description</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Manufacturer part number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dual 4-input NAND gate</td>
<td>NXP Semiconductor</td>
<td>74HCT20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10kΩ resistor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1µF, 25V ceramic capacitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Channel MOSFET</td>
<td>Fairchild Semiconductor</td>
<td>2N7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four 48V input BCM K = 1 evaluation boards</td>
<td>Vicor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Apply the over temperature to the top BCM to create an over temperature fault on one of the BCM connected to series output*

CH1: TM signal of BCM under over temperature fault
CH3: PC – Group Enable Signal
CH4: 200V Series Output Voltage
CH2: Output current
200V series output BCM array is powering the resistive load
50V Input Voltage
197.1V Output Voltage

*Figure 12*

*Fault Condition Waveform for System Implemented as Shown in Figure 2 Using Fault Block as Shown in Figure 10a*
Startup waveform for 48V to 72V regulated DC-DC conversion

48V to 72V regulated conversion using PRMs and series output VTMs K = 1 and K = 1/2

Startup upon application of input voltage

CH1: 48V PRM Output Voltage
CH3: PRM EN – PRM Group Enable
CH4: 72V Series Output Voltage
CH2: Output current
PRM Input voltage = 48V
PRM output voltage = 48V
VTM series output voltage = 72V

Fault condition waveform for 48V to 72V regulated DC-DC conversion

Example fault shutdown circuit as shown in Figure 10a implemented using the following components.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Description</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Manufacturer part number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dual 4-input NAND gate</td>
<td>NXP Semiconductor</td>
<td>74HCT20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10kΩ resistor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1µF, 25V ceramic capacitors</td>
<td>Fairchild Semiconductor</td>
<td>2N7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Channel MOSFET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two PRM evaluation boards</td>
<td>Vicor</td>
<td>PRD48BF480T500A00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One VTM K=1 evaluation board</td>
<td>Vicor</td>
<td>VTD48EF480T006A00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One VTM K=1/2 evaluation board</td>
<td>Vicor</td>
<td>VTD48EF240T012A00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Output over current fault is created on K = 1 VTM™ by applying the current step from 5A (72mS) to 10A (150mS) and fault shutdown circuit pulls the PRM™ group enable signal low to shut the PRMs and VTMs off.

CH1: VTM K = 1 TM voltage
CH3: PRM EN – PRM Group Enable
CH2: Output current
CH4: Series Output Voltage

PRM Input voltage = 48V
PRM output voltage = 48V
VTM series output voltage = 72V

Figure 14
Fault Condition Waveform for System Implemented as Shown in Figure 9 Using Fault Block as Shown in Figure 10a

General Considerations
Safety Considerations
Keep series output voltage less than 60V to meet SELV requirement. However, when series connecting the outputs of bus converters, the total voltage of the series connection must not exceed 200V for LV BCMs and LV VTMs.

Number of LV VTMs and LV BCMs used in series output configuration should be sized appropriately so that the total voltage of the series output connection must not exceed 200V.

Standalone LV VTMs and BCMs are approved by 3rd party safety agencies and provide Basic Insulation from Input to Output as defined by IEC 60950-1, the Standard for Safety of Information Technology Equipment.

The safety agency approvals do not include end use applications where the outputs of the VTMs or BCMs are placed in series to create a non-SELV output greater than 60V. If the VTMs or BCMs are used in series output applications with voltages above the SELV limits, then the isolation provided by VTMs and BCMs shall be considered Functional / Operation Insulation and the 3rd party safety approvals would not apply.
LV BCMs and VTMs

(48V_{IN} Classic VI Chip BCMs/VTMs, 36V_{IN} Classic VI Chip MVTMs and New 48V_{IN} Chip and VIA BCMs)

The input to the VTMs and BCMs is intended to be supplied from a TNV-2 nonhazardous secondary circuit. When supplied by a TNV-2 circuit, the output of the VTMs and BCMs can be considered SELV. The isolation (Basic Insulation) provided by the VTMs and BCMs has a maximum rated dielectric withstand capability of 2250V\text{DC}.

48V input isolated BCMs and VTMs can be series connected to produce output voltages of up to positive 200V. Safety agency approvals are the user’s responsibility for systems where the total series connection voltage exceeds 60V.

For functional and reliability purposes, a hazardous secondary output created by the series array shall not exceed 200V\text{DC} and voltage between any pair of terminals of any stacked VTMs and BCMs shall not exceed 200V, refer to Figure 11. For end use applications with series array output voltages between 60V and 200V, the VTMs and BCMs provide Functional / Operational Insulation and the input shall also be considered a hazardous secondary circuit at a potential equivalent to the serial output.

---

**Figure 11a**
Conditions for LV BCMs and VTMs Connected in Series Output Stack

**Figure 11b**
Conditions for LV BCMs and VTMs Connected in Series Output Stack
HV BCMs
(384/352/270V\textsubscript{IN} Classic VI Chip BCMs, New 270/384V\textsubscript{IN} Chip and VIA BCMs)

HV BCM outputs can also reliably be series connected with following condition satisfied about voltage between input and output terminals. Safety agency approvals are the customer’s responsibility for greater series connections that total more than 60V. However, the maximum voltage between the output terminals and \(-\text{IN}\) terminal represented as $\Delta V(a)$ and $\Delta V(b)$ and between the output terminals and $\frac{3}{4}$ voltage of $+\text{IN}$ terminal represented as $\Delta V(c)$ and $\Delta V(d)$ should not exceed 300V life time operation for any 384/352/270V\textsubscript{IN} HV BCMs in series output stack.

![Figure 11c](image)

Conditions for HV BCMs Connected in Series Output Stack

UHV BCMs

The UHV BCM outputs can also reliably be series connected with following condition satisfied about voltage between input and output terminals. Safety agency approvals are the customer’s responsibility for greater series connections that total more than 60V. However, the maximum voltage between the output terminals and \(-\text{IN}\) terminal represented as $\Delta V(a)$ and $\Delta V(b)$ and between the output terminals and $\frac{3}{4}$ voltage of $+\text{IN}$ terminal represented as $\Delta V(c)$ and $\Delta V(d)$ should not exceed 600V life time operation for any UHV $V\text{IN}$ BCMs in series output stack.

![Figure 11d](image)

Conditions for UHV BCMs Connected in Series Output Stack
Table 5 provides few examples to illustrate an acceptable and non-acceptable real world system considering a single point ground system.

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acceptable real world system</th>
<th>Non-acceptable real world system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generating a positive 200V output from 50V input is acceptable using classic 48V&lt;sub&gt;IN&lt;/sub&gt; BCMs and VTMs™</td>
<td>Generating a negative 200V output from 50V input is not acceptable using classic 48V&lt;sub&gt;IN&lt;/sub&gt; BCMs and VTMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating a negative 150V from 50V input is acceptable using classic 48V&lt;sub&gt;IN&lt;/sub&gt; VTMs and BCMs</td>
<td>Generating a negative 24V output from 384V input is not acceptable using BCMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating a positive 24V output from 384V input is acceptable using 384V&lt;sub&gt;IN&lt;/sub&gt; BCMs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating a ±120V regulated output from 48V input using PRMs and VTMs is acceptable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating ±160V output from 40V input is acceptable using VTMs and BCMs</td>
<td>Generating ±170V regulated output from 48V input using PRMs™ and VTMs is not acceptable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Conclusion

The sine amplitude converter family has LV BCMs and VTMs (48V<sub>IN</sub> Classic VI Chip BCMs/VTMs, 36V<sub>IN</sub> Classic VI ChiP MVTMs and new 48V<sub>IN</sub> ChiP and VIA BCMs), HV BCMs (384/352/270V<sub>IN</sub> Classic VI Chip BCMs, new 270/384V<sub>IN</sub> ChiP and VIA BCMs) and UHV BCMs with a set of standard K factors. Sine Amplitude Converter outputs can be connected in series to generate different non-standard K factor to create a higher voltage outputs to meet requirements of various applications in unregulated and regulated DC-DC systems.
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